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BERNARDS' TECHNICAL BOOKS.
EACH A MINE OF INFORM ATION.

I/- S e r ie s .
No.

1. Amalgamated Engineering Ref. Tables.
2. “  Little Marvel ”  Vegetable Ref. Book.
3. Services Signalling Manual.
4. Radio Manual.
5. Elements of Mathematics.
6. Electrical Engineers Handbook.
7. Manual of Metals and Alloys.
8. Manual of Modern Automatic Guns.
9. Manual of Photography.

10. Manual of Mathematical Tables.
11 Manual of Cycle Maintenance and Hints.
12. Manual of Commando and Guerilla Tactics :

Unarmed Combat.
13. Manual of Commando and Guerilla Tactics :

House to  House Fighting.
14. Manual of Small Arms and Special W eapons.
15. Manual of W artim e Household Repairs, usual 

series.
16. Illustrated Engineering Practice.

Machine tools and productive processes. 2/-
17. Manual of Rifles, usual series.*
18. W eapons & Armaments of the Modern 

German Army. 8 in. x 5 in. (approx. 56 
Pages) .................................................... * 2/-

19. Manual of Map and Compass Reading.
8 in. x 5 in. (approx. 56 pages) ...*  2/-

20. Manual of Gliding and Motorless Flight.
8 in. x 5 in. (approx. 58 pages) ...*  2/-

21. Manual of Science. Covering Mech
anics, Statistics, Physics, etc. 56 pages.
8 in. x 5 in.....................................................* 2/-

22. Manual of Radio Circuits. How to  build 
your own receivers and transm itters.
56 pages. 8 in. x 5 in.............................. * 2/-

23. Manual of Hand Grenades, Mines and 
Bombs. 8 in. x 5 in. (approx. 56 pages)* 2/-

24. Uniform, Rank Badges and Intelligence 
Data on the  Modern German Armed 
Forces. 8 in. x 5 in. (approx. 56 pages)...*  2/-

25. Strategy and Tactics of th e  Modern 
German Army, (Panzer divisions.)
8 in. x 5 In. (approx. 56 pages)................* 2/-

26. Tanks at W ar— Friend o r  Foe? How
to  recognize them  (approx. 56 pages)* 2/-

BOOKS MARKED * N O W  IN PREPARATION.

BERNARDS' TECHNICAL BOOKS. 
EACH A MINE OF  INFORMATION. 
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No. 
I. Amalgamated Engineering Ref. Tables. 
2. " Little Marvel ' Vegetable Ref. Book. 
3. Services Signalling Manual. 
4. Radio Manual. 
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6. Electrical Engineers Handbook. 
7. Manual of Metals and Alloys. 
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series. 
16. Illustrated Engineering Practice. 

Machine tools and productive processes.  2/-
17. Manual of Rifles, usual series.* 
18. Weapons & Armaments of the Modern 

German Army. 8 in. x 5 in. (approx. 56 
pages)  ...•  2/-

19. Manual of Map and Compass Reading. 
8 in. x 5 in. (approx. 56 pages)  ...•  2/-

20. Manual of Gliding and Motorless Flight. 
8 in. x 5 in. (approx. 58 pages)  ...*  2/-
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8 in. x 5 in.  ...*  2/-
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56 pages. 8 in. x 5 in....  ...*  2/-

23. Manual of Hand Grenades, Mines and 
Bombs. 8 in. x 5 in. (approx. 56 pages)*  2/-

24. Uniform, Rank Badges and Intelligence 
Data on the Modern German Armed 
Forces. 8 in. x 5 in. (approx. 56 pages)...*  2/-

25. Strategy and Tactics of the Modern 
German Army,  (Panzer divisions.) 
8 in. x 5 in. (approx. 56 pages)...  ...*  2/-

26. Tanks at War—Friend or Foe ? How 
to recognize them (approx. 56 pages)*  2/-
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THE P. 14 RIFLE.
DETAILS.

Servire nam e-N o. 3 Mark I .303.
Length—3 ft. 10 in. approximately.
Weight—about 9 | lbs. without bayonet.
Bayonet weight—approximately 1 lb.
Magazine rapacity—5 rounds.
Loaded by means of charger.
Aperature pattern sights adjustable from 200—1,650 yds.
An aperature battle sight is fitted for 400 yds. range.
Length of butt from trigger—I ft. 1 | in.
Length of rifle with bayonet fitted—5 ft. 3 in. approx.
Barrel length—2 ft. 2 in.
I-eft-hand rifling—1 revolution in 10 ins., fitted with 5 grooves.
Muzzle velocity with standard ammunition 2,380 ft. per sec.
Long range sights graduated from 1,500-2,300 yds.
Trigger pressure—primary pull about 2} lbs.

second pull at>out 5] lbs.

STRIPPING. Removement of bottom plate magazine 
platform and stripping.—Turn the rifle in an upside down posit
ion and, using the point of a bullet nose, push down the small 
spring catch which is found in the centre of a hole in the back of the 
magazine bottom plate, then press tho bullet nose in the direction 
of the trigger guard—this automatically frees the bottom plate and 
together with the magazine platform and spring can then be 
removed complete in one unit.

To reassemble, refit the whole assembly as one unit in the 
magazine opening beneath. Fit the front end of the bottom plate 
in the front of the magazine opening and press downwards and to 
the fore until automatically engaged by the spring catch.

STRIPPING BOLT.—Press to the fore the safetv catch 
which is situated on the right-hand side of the weapon at the back 
of the body to the rear of the bolt lever, then lift the bolt lever up 
to the left and push the bolt to the bark ; press out the bolt retain
ing catch, which is one the left side of the body, leftwards and 
completely withdraw the bolt.

THE P . 14 RIFLE.
MECHANISM AND HOW IT WORKS.

After an empty charger has been ejected the bolt fare meets 
the rim of the uppermost cartridge in the magazine and, due to the 
moving to the fore of the bolt this cartridge is carried into the 
firing chamber. During this operation the ejector is pressed in an 
outer direction, the cartridge elevates and the rim round the base 
automatically fits beneath the. extractor claw ; near the end of the 
forward movement the cocking piece bent makes contact with the 
sear nose and stops any further forward movement of the striker 
sind cocking piece. When the bolt movement to the fore is fin
ished, the mainspring is automatically squeezed between the bolt 
plug front wall and the striker collar at the same time the striker 
and cocking piece remaining motionless. As soon as the knob of 
the bolt is pressed downwards the lugs at the fore end of the bolt 
fit into the grooves in the body and the lever of the bolt then fits 
its slot in the back of the body thus automatically locking the 
whole action and allowing the safety catch to be used just ao long; 
as the bolt lever is sufficiently down to enable it to accept the 
actual locking bolt. Whilst dosing the bolt, the cocking piece 
does not turn due to a groove in the body and the extractor stays 
on a horijontal plane and the long slot on the t>o!t lines up with the 
•working pi' co and a small indent automatically lines up ovtr the 
safety stud.

THE P. 14 RIFLE. 

DETAILS. 

Service naine--No. 3 Mark 1 .303. 
Length-3 ft. 10 in. approximately. 
Weight —about 9é lbs. without bayonet 
Bayonet weizht —appmximately 1 lb. 
Magazine rapacity --5 rounds. 
Loaded by means of charger. 
Aperature pattern sights adjustable from 200--1,650 yds. 
An aperature battle sight is fitted for 400 yds. range. 
Length of butt from trigger -1 ft. 1 in. 
Length of rifle with bayonet fitted -5 ft. 3 in. approx. 
Barrel length -2 ft. 2 in. 
Left-hand rifling —I revolution in 10 ins., fitted with 5 grooves. 
Muzzle velocity with standard ammunition 2,380 ft. per sec. 
Long range sights graduated from 1,500-2,300 yds. 
Trigger pressure —primary pull about 2} tbs. 

second pull about 5¡ lbs. 

STRIPPING.  Removement of bottom plate magazine 
platform and tripping. —Turn the rifle in an upside down posit-
ion and, using the point of a bullet nose, push down the small 
spring catch which is found in the rentre of a hole in the bark of the 
magazine bottom plate, then press the bullet nose in the direction 
of the trigger guard —this automatically frees the bottoni plate and 
together with the magazine platform and spring can then be 
removed complete in one unit. 

To reassemble, refit the whole assembly as one unit in the 
magazine opening beneath.  Fit the front end of the bottom plate 
in the front of the magazine opening and press downwards and to 
the fore until automatically engaged by the spring catch. 

STRIPPING BOLT.--Press to the fore the safety catch 
which is situated on the rizht-hand side of the weapon at the back 
of the body to the rear of the bolt lever, then lift the bolt lever up 
to the left and push the bolt to the bark ; press out the bolt retain-
Mg catch, which is one the left side of the body, leftwards and 
completely withdraw the bolt. 

THE P. 14 RIFLE. 

MECHANIS M AND HOW IT WORKS. 

After an empty charger has been ejected the bolt face meets 
the rim of the uppermost cartridge in the magazine and, due to the 
moving to the fore of the bolt this cartridge is carried into the 
firing chamber.  During this operation the ejector is pressed in an 
outer direction, the cartridge elevates and the rim round the base. 
automatically fits beneath the extractor claw ; near the end of the 
forward inoVenient the cocking piece bent makes contact with the 
sear nose and stops any further forward movement of the striker 
and cocking piece.  When the bolt movement to the fore is fin-
ished, the mainspring is automatically squeezed between the bolt 
plug front wall and the striker collar at the same time the striker 
and cocking piece remaining motionless.  As soon as the knob of 
the bolt is pressed downwards the lugs at the fore end of the bolt 
fit into the grooves in the body and the lever of the bolt then fits 
its slot in the back of the body thus automatically locking the 
whole action and allowing the safety catch to be used just so long 
as the bolt lever is sufficiently down to enable it to accept the 
actual locking bolt.  Whilst closing the bolt, the cocking piece 
does not turn due to a groove in the body and the extractor stays 
on a horbontal plane and the long slot on the bolt lines up with the 
i)ocking piece and a small indent automatically lines up °Ytx the 
safety stud. 



As the prim ary pressure is put on the triccer the n irv rd  hi ad 
presses against the body lower part, this pushes the sear nose down 
and squeeus the sear spring at the same time forcing the safety 
stud to eleva te .in to  the indent on the b o lt;  naturally , this is 
subject to the bolt itself b< in« pressed down to its fullest extent. 
On further pressure of the tri^Kcr its point makes contact with the 
body and in turn forces down the sear nose so th a t it releases itseli 
from the cocking p 'ice  lwnt, a t the same time causing the safety 
stud to  elevate to a further e x te n t : this allows the mainsnrimr to b»
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As the primary pressure is put on the trigger the Uurv(d h( ad 
presses against the body lower part, this pushcs the 9(̀ZIr 110,44 • doy,13 
and squecus the sear spring at the same time forcing the safety 
stud to elevate .into the indent on the bolt ; naturally, this i5 
subject to the bolt itself being pressed down to its fullest extent. 
On further pressure of the trigger its point makes contact with th' 
body and in turn forces down the sear nose so that it releases itself 
from the cocking pit ce bent, at the same time causing the safety 
stud to elevate to a furthcr cxtunt : this allows the mainspring to be. 



released from its tension and by this means the striker and enr-kin : 
;>iece to the fore which, at the end ol its travel, causes its point to 
make contact with the detonator on the cartridge, turning the 
:harge and forces the bullet to leave the rifle.

I pon elevating the lever of the bolt, the action that t a k e *  
place is such that the cocking pi'-ce is pressed to the rear so that it 
moves from the long to the short slot in the back of the bolt. This 
motion removes the striker point from the cartridge case. Upon 
the lugs and bolt lever being released from their slots, the bolt 
lever’s sloping edge presses against the shoulder beneath the bed of 
the barksight and then the bolt is allowed to move slightly further 
back, the effect of this being that the empty cartridge case i« 
released slightly from its elose bedding in the chamber by means 
nf the extractor and is commonly known as “ part extraction." 
As the bolt moves to the back the extractor maintains its hold on 
the empty cartridge case so that it moves back with it. As thi* 
action commences, the sear nose is pressed down bv the cocking 
piece travelling over it at the same time the larger indent is over 
th" safety stud and allows the stud to rise into it in order to effect 
an easy rearward movement of the bolt.

During the passage of the bolt to the rear, the ejector inserts 
itself into the split lug and leans inwards due to the operation of it' 
spring ; simultaneously the cartridge rase is pressed against it anil 
I 'je c te d  downwards to the right hand side released by the extractor. 
As the bolt travels further backwards the spring of the magazine 
elevates the next uppermost cartridge so that it is placed to the fo re  
of the bolt face ; tben upon the final movement of the bolt to t h e  
rear, the left hand lug places itself opposite the stop of the |>ok 
on the body left side.

The rifle is now rrady to fire the second round and the cycle 
of operations explained above are then repeated.

BOLT ASSEMBLY.—When replacing the bolt always m a k e  
sure first that the cock piece front end tooth is fitted in the shot 
slot on the rear of the bolt and also that the extractor is in direct 
line of travel with the solid lug fitted on tne right-hand side of the 
bolt. Refit the bolt in the rifle whilst pressing down the magazine 
platform and allow the bolt to move home. The magazine plat
form interferes deliberately a* it denotes that the magazine is empty.

SAFETY.—The safety catch is fitted on the right-hand side 
to the rear of the b61t lever and when it is moved forward it is out 
of action allowing the rifle to be find and the bolt to be worked, 
but when it is pulled to the back the safety catch comes int<> 
position and automatically locks the rifle.

MECHANICAL SAFETY.—If the rifle is loaded and the bolt 
lever is fully down home the sear is fitted in tne cocking piece bent 
and at the same time the safety stud is beneath the small recess in 
the bolt under side. When tlie trigger is pulled the sear nose is 
automatically depressed and, as the whole sear is hinged on thi« 
axis pin, the safety stud is automatically forced to elevate; thi> 
it can only do by fitting into the recess. This, then, means that 
should the bolt lever not be fully down homr it is impossible for th< 
safety stud to rise when the trigger is pulled—therefore the seat 
nose will not depress enough to free itself from the cocking pier* 
bent and this prevents the rifle from being fired.

GENERAL NOTES.—The general deriirn of the trigger and 
bolt mechanism of this rifle are very similar to the standard 
“ Mauser " pattern rifle. The locking lugs are at the fore end ol 
the bolt ana they fit in slots in the front of the body just a t thi 
back of the barrel rear end. It should be noted that these slot* 
must lie kept absolutely clean. This rifle is sometimes fitted with 
telescopic sights and then is suitable lor use as a most efficient 
anioinc rifle.

released from its tension and by this means the striker and cnekin - 
Jere to the fore which, at the end of its travel, causes its point to 
make contact with the detonator on the cartridge, turning the 
tharge and forces the bullet to leave the rifle. 

Upon elevating the lever of the bolt, the action that take-
Mare is such that the cocking pi,-re is pressed to the rear so that it 
moves from the long to the short slot in the back of the bolt. Th,. 
motion removes the striker point from the cartridge rase.  Upon 
the lugs and bolt lever being released from their slots, the bolt 
lever's sloping edge presses against the shoulder beneath the bed of 
the barksight and then the bolt is allowed to move slightly further 
back, the effect of this being that the empty cartridge rase i> 
released slightly from its close bedding in the chamber by meanc. 
of the extractor and is commonly known as " part extraction." 
As the bolt moves to the back the extractor maintains its hold on 
the empty cartridge case so that it moves bark with it.  As flu>. 
action commences, the sear nose is pressed down by the corkiin! 
piece travelling over it at the same time the larger indent is over 
th,- safety stud and allows the stud to rise into it in order to effer t 
an easy rearward movement of the bolt. 

During the passage of the bolt to the rear, the ejector inserts 
itself into the split lug and leans inwards due to the operation of it-
spring ; simultaneously the cartridze rase is pressed against it and 
rjected downwards to the right hand side released by the extractor. 
As the bolt travels further backwards the spring of the magazine 
elevates the next uppermost cartridge so that it is placed to the for. 
of the bolt face; then upon the final movement of the bolt to the 
rear, the left hand lug places itself opposite the stop of the bolt 
on the body left side. 

The rifle is now mad,' to fire the second round and the eyelf• 
of operations explained above are then repeated. 

BOLT ASSE MBLY. —When replacing the bolt always make 
sure first that the cock piece front end tooth is fitted in the shot 
slot on the rear of the bolt and also that the extractor is in direct 
line of travel with the solid lug fitted on tne right-hand side of the 
bolt.  Refit the bolt in the rifle whilst pressing down the magazine 
platform and allow the bolt to move home.  The magazine plat-
form interferes deliberately as it denotes that the magazine is empty. 

SAFETY. —The safety catch is fitted on the right-hand side 
to the rear of the beilt lever and when it is moved forward it is out 
of action allowing the rifle to be find and the bolt to be worked. 
but when it is pulled to the bark the safety catch conies int. 
position and automatically locks the rifle. 

MECHANICAL ISAFETY. -11 the rifle is loaded and the bolt 
lever is fully down home the sear is fitted in tne cocking piece bent 
and at the same time the safety stud is beneath the small recess in 
the bolt under-side.  When the trigger is pulled the sear nose is 
automatically depressed and, as the whole sear is hinged on thi> 
axis pin, the safety stud is automatically forced to elevate; du, 
it can only do by fitting into the recess.  This, then, means that 
should the bolt lever not be fully down home it is impossible for thi 
safety stud to rise when the trigger is pulled—then-fore the sear 
nose will not depress enough to free itself from the rocking pire' 
bent and this prevents the rifle from being fired. 

GENERAL NOTES. —The general dr<ien of the trigger and 
bolt mechanism of this rifle are very similar to the standard 
" Mauser" pattern rifle.  The locking lugs are at the fore end ol 
the bolt and they fit in slots in the front of the body just at th' 
back of the barrel rear end.  It should be noted that these sloth 
must be kept absolutely clean.  This rifle is sometimes fitted win 
telescopic sights and then is suitable tor use as a most efficient 
sniping ride. 



THE LEE-ENFIELD .303 SH O R T M AGAZINE  
MARK III P A T T E R N . 

DETAILS.
Service name—Kifle N'o. I Mark III. 
l.onsth—approxiinati Iv 3 ft. 9 in.
Bayonet le iu th  1 ft. 5 in.
W right of rill**— approximately X| lbs.
Bavonrt weight—approximately 1 lb.
Mairazinc holds 10 rounds loaded by a chargor 5 munds at a 

time.
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Notch and blade open type sights adjustable from 200 ’,000 
yds.

Some types of these are fitted with a magazine cut-off and some 
without.

Muzzle velocity with Mark VI ammunition is 685 yds. per sec.
Muzzle velocity with Mark VII ammunition is 815 yds. per sec.

STRIPPING.—To remove the bolt press to the fore tli1' 
safctv catch which is fitted a t the back of the action on the left- 
hand side, then lift the bolt lever by pressing it up to the left and 
take the bolt to the rear as far as possible. Put your thumb on the 
bridge charger guide left side and fit your forefinger beneath the 
l)olt head, by leverage you can then elevate the bolt head ; this 
automatically will allow it to free itself from the spring retaining 
catch. Finally, note that the bolt bead is in direct line with bolt 
way in the back of the body and then take it out. To replace the 
bolt, first make sure that the bolt head is actually fully screwed 
home and that the lug on the bottom side of the bolt is in direct 
line with the cocking piece and also that the bolt is pulled to its 
furthest back position before forcing the actual bolt head down 
above the spring retaining catch, then reassemble in reverse order 
to that given previously.

TO STRIP MAGAZINE— Pull upwards or pn-ss in the 
magazine catch fitted to the front of the trigger and then remove 
the magazine. To replace it press the magazine into the opening 
with the narTOWfst end first and pointing to the fore. Push fully 
home and make certain that toe magazine catch is correctly 
engaged so that the magazine cannot drop out.

STRIPPING MAGAZINE PLATFORM AND SPRING.
—With the platform uppermost and holding the magazine in your 
hand, press the back of the magazine platform downwards into the 
magazine casing and free the platform front up behind the two lips 
of the magazine ; then take out the platform and spring. To 
replace, fit the spring into casing and simply press down the back of 
the platform and fit it under the magazine rear lips. Then, by still 
pressing, manipulate until the platfonu front is beneath the mag
azine front lips, by releasing tne pressure the platform will then 
rise upwards into place.

SAFETY MEASURES.—For applied safety, a safety catch 
is fitted on the back.of the action on the left-hand side of the rifle 
and when in a forward position, the safety catch is out of action - 
this means that the bolt can be operated and the rifle is suitable 
for firing. If the catch is in the "  SAFE " position (which is 
when it Is pulled as far backwards as possible) the safety catch 
locking bolt fits into the short cam groove at the back of the bolt 
and by this means stops the turning of the bolt and, at the same 
time, the safety catch crescent-shaped lug fits in one of the two 
slots in the cocking piece and this prevents any movement of the 
latter parts. Actually the back slot is engagea.wben the cocking 
piece is in the “ FIRED " position when it is in the cockcd position. 
For mechanical safety the following provisions arc made so that 
if the bolt is not properly closed when the trigger is released either 
the action will fit into half-cock or the bolt will be forced into the 
shut position by action of the cocking piece going forward. To 
correct, if the bolt should go into the half-cock position, simply 
press back the cocking piece to full cock and the gun is then ready 
for further normal operation.

SPECIAL NOTES.—The Lee-Enfield locking lugs are at 
the back of the bolt and one lug fits against the right side of the 
lx>dy resistance shoulder and the other lug rides upwards and 
presses against the cam slot back while on the body left side. This 
has the advantage that wear and tear does not affect its functioning 
vcrv much but extreme accuracy is not easily obtainable thus

Notch and blade open type sights adjustable from 200 2,000 
yds. 

Some types of these are fitted with a magazine cut-off and some 
without. 

Muzzle velocity with Mark VI ammunition is 685 yds. per sec. 
Muzzle velocity with Mark VII ammunition is 815 yds. per sec. 

STRIPPING. —To remove the bolt press to the fore thy 
safet7. catch which is fitted at the back of the action on the left-
hand side, then lift the bolt lever by pressing it up to the left ami 
take the bolt to the rear as far as possible.  Put your thumb on the 
bridge charger guide left side and fit your forefinger beneath the 
bolt head, by leverage you can then elevate the bolt head ; this 
automatically will allow it to free itself from the spring retaining 
catch.  Finally, note that the bolt bead is in direct line with bolt 
way in the back of the body and then take it out.  To replace the 
bolt, first make sure that the bolt head is actually fully screwed 
home and that the lug on the bottom side of the bolt is in direct 
line with the cocking piece and also that the bolt is pulled to its 
furthest back position before forcing the actual bolt head down 
above the spring retaining catch, then reassemble in reverse order 
to that given previously. 

TO STRIP MAGAZINE. —Pull upwards or press in the 
magazine catch fitted to the front of the trigger, and then remove 
the magazine.  To replace it press the magazine into the opening 
with the narrowrst end first and pointing to the fore.  Push fully 
home and make certain that the magazine catch is correctly 
engaged so that the magazine cannot drop out. 

STRIPPING M AGAZINE PLATFORM AND SPRING. 
— With the platform uppermost and holding the magazine in your 
hand, press the back of the magazine platform downwards into the 
magazine casing and froc the platform front up behind the two lips 
of the magazine ; then take out the platform and spring.  To 
replace, fit the spring into casing and simply press down the back of 
the platform and fit it under the magazine rear lips.  Then, by still 
pressing, manipulate until the platform front is beneath the mag-
azine front lips, by releasing the pressure the platform will then 
rise upwards into place. 

SAFETY MEASURES. —For applied safety, a safety catch 
is fitted on the back.of the action on the left-hand side of the rifle 
and when in a forward position, the safety catch is out of action • 
this means that the bolt can be operated and the rifle is suitably 
for firing.  If the catch is in the " SAFE " position (which is 
when it is pulled as far backwards as possible) the safety catch 
locking bolt fits into the short earn groove at the back of the bolt 
and by this means stops the turning of the bolt and, at the same 
time, the safety catch crescent-shaped lug fits in one of the two 
slots in the cocking piece and this prevents any movement of the 
latter parts.  Actually the back slot is engaged when the cocking 
piece is in the" FIRED " position when it is in the cocked position. 
For mechanical safety the following provisions are made so that 
if the bolt is not properly closed when the trigger is released either 
the action will fit into half-cock or the bolt will be forced into the 
shut position by action of the cocking piece going forward.  To 
correct, if the bolt should go into the half-cock position, simply 
press back the cocking piece to full cock and the gun is then ready 
for further normal operation. 

SPECIAL NOTES. —The Lee-Enfield locking lugs are at 
the back of the bolt and one lug fits against the right side of the 
body resistance shoulder and the other lug rides upwards and 
presses against the ram slot back while on the body left side.  This 
has the advantage that wear and tear does not affect its functioning 
yen: much but extreme accuracy is not easily obtainabh• thus 



i.i.ikinu thi* riflr really unsuitable for the purpose of sniping but 
i: is ideal for Keneral service use tie<ause tin- bolt action is simple 
.Hill easy bring particularly useful for rapid tiriiiK ; furthermore, 
under active service conditions, dirt, etc., do not tend to affect the 
i rticient functioning of the weapon and cleaning is quite easy.

DETAILS.
Sorvi :e name Ross Service Rifle.
Wei :ht about 9} lbs., with bayonet fitted 11 lbs,
Length approximately 4 ft. 2 in.
l.cngtb with bayonet fitted, approximately 5 f t

.303 RO SS SERVICE RIFLE.

this rifle really unsuitable for the purpose of sniping but 
i; is ideal for general service use because the bolt action is simple 
and easy being particularly useful for rapid tiring ; furthermore, 
latcler active service conditions, dirt, etc., do not tend to affect the 
utticient functioning of the weapon and cleaning is quite easy. 

.303 ROSS SERVICE RIFLE. 
DETAILS. 

Servi :e name  Ross Servir Rifle. 
Wei ;ht about 9/ lbs., with bayonet fitted I l lbs. 
Length approximately 4 ft. 2 in. 
Length with bayonet fitted, approximately 5 ft. 
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Rifling I anti-clockwise turn in 10 in. with 4 grooves.
5-round magazine fitted of charger type.
Aperature and semi-open sights fitted.
Sighted aperature 200-1,200 yds.
Long range sight (semi-open) sighted 1,000-1,600 yds.
Battle sight (semi-open) 400 yds.
This gun is fitted with a straight pull bolt which opens and 

doses the breech in a single movement. The barrel has 4 grooves 
und the rilling twist is left-handed.
THE MAGAZINE holds 5 rounds and is not removeable. Charger 
loading is achieved by means of a guide placed above and a little 
to the right of the bolt way. To empty the magazine, move the 
bolt fully backwards and forwards without touching the trigger 
until all the rounds have been ejected, then close the bolt, press the 
trigger and apply the safety catch. The ejection will be found to 
be quite powerful and out to the right-hand side,

STRIPPING. To remove bolt.—This rifle has the safetv 
catch fitted on the right-hand side of the bolt lever. This catch is 
of the ** swing-over " type and on it is stamped on either side the 
following words: “ SA FE" and “ READY." Place the catch 
to the " READY ” position. On the left-hand side of the bodv 
will be found a thumb piece which has 3 positions in the vortical 
pl.»ne—viz:—up, centre, down. Tut the thumb piece in the 
ccntre position ; this allows the bolt to be taken out. To take 
out the bolt, move it straight to the rear by using the bolt lever. 
The action is of the straight pull type and is not in the usual class of 
rotating bolt actions. To replace the bolt, note that the bolt- 
head lugs should be in the same horizontal plane as the bolt-lever 
because in this position the bolt-head is proua of the sleeve approxi
mately 1 inch and the mainspring is compressed, therefore, it is
3uite possible for the bolt-head to spring back against the sleeve, 

lie to the action of the compressed mainspring ; further, it is 
alwolutely vital to note that the lugs are in the same horizontal 
plane as the bolt-lever. Viz.:—the mainspring compressed and 
the bolt extended. With the bolt in this condition, fit it into the 
rifle noting that the slots on the bolt and the body runners coincide 
and then press home. Then put the thumb piece on the left side 
up to its top position.

MECHANISM.—The bolt is fitted with Mauser pattern locking 
lugs which operate in the locking lug recesses provided in the hood 
which is situated at the front end ot the bolt-way and into which 
the barrel is screwed with a left-hand thread. Some early models 
of this rifle had the locking lug manufactured in the solid, but in 
the later models they were manufactured in the form of a coarse, 
interrupted screw thread—very similar in type to big gun breech 
blocks. The bolt body is in one piece with the bolt-lever and it is 
carried and stopped from turning by its slots which move on guides 
in the bolt-way. The locking and rotating of the bolt-head is 
achieved by a screw thread cut on the sleeve of the turning member 
which is carried in and fits with a similar type of thread on the bolt 
body interior. The striker, with cocking piece attached passes 
through an aperture in the sleeve. The locking lugs are partially 
freed with the first outward movement of the bolt and preliminary 
extraction of the cartridge-case is caused and at the same time the 
striker is cleared from the bolt face due to withdrawal as the further 
outward movement of the bolt is effected ; this causes the locking 
lugs to disengage completely and the mainspring to be compressed 
and in the event of a cartridge-case being in the chamber this is 
automatically moved back at the bolt-head, due to the extractor 
and is then ejected by action of the ejector on the inside left of the 
bolt-way. On closing the bolt and cocking piece bent is prevented 
from moving by the sear and also the bolt-head is routed and 
locked by the sleeve screw action. Upon pressing the trigger, the

Rifling 1 anti-clockwise turn in 10 in. with 4 grooves. 
5-round magazine fitted of charger type. 
Aperature and semi-open sights fitted. 
Sighted aperature 200-1,200 yds. 
Long range sight (semi-open) sighted 1,000-1,600 yds. 
Battle sight (semi-open) 400 yds. 

This gun is fitted with a straight pull bolt which opens and 
closes the breech in a single. movement.  The barrel nas 4 grooves 
und the rifling twist is left-handed. 

THE MAGAZINE holds 5 rounds and is not removeable.  Charger 
loading is achieved by means of a guide placed above and a little 
to the right of the bolt way.  To empty the magazine, move the 
bolt fully backwards and forwards without touching the trigger 
until all the rounds have been ejected, then close the bolt, press the 
trigger and apply the safety catch.  The ejection will be found to 
he quite powerful and out to the right-band side. 

STRIPPING.  To remove bolt.--This rifle has the safety 
catch fitted on the right-hand side of the bolt lever.  This catch is 
of the " swing-over " type and on it is stamped on either side the 
following words:  " SAFE " and " READY."  Place the catch 
to the " READY " position.  On the left-hand side of the body 
will be found a thumb piece which has 3 positions in the vertical 
plane—viz :—up, centre, down.  Put the thumb piece in the 
centre position  this allows the bolt to be taken out.  To take 
out the bolt, move it straight to the rear by using the bolt lever. 
The action is of the straight pull type and is not in the usual class of 
rotating bolt actions.  To replace the bolt, note that the bolt-
head lugs should be in the saine horizontal plane as the bolt-lever 
because in this position the bolt-head is proud of the sleeve approxi-
mately 1 inch and the mainspring is compressed, therefore, it is 
quite possible for the bolt-head to spring back against the sleeve, 
dur to the action of the compressed mainspring ; further, it is 
absolutely vital to note that the lugs are in the same horizontal 
plane as the bolt-lever.  Viz. :—the mainspring compressed and 
the bolt extended.  With the bolt in this condition, fit it into the 
rifle noting that the slots on the bolt and the body runners coincide 
and then press home.  Then put the thumb piece on the left side 
up to its top position. 

MECHANISM. —The bolt is fitted with Mauser pattern locking 
logs which operate in the locking lug recesses provided in the hood 
which is situated at the front end of the bolt-way and into which 
the barrel is screwed with a left-hand thread.  Some early models 
of this rifle had the locking lug manufactured in the solid, but in 
the later models they were manufactured in the form of a coarse, 
interrupted screw thread —very similar in type to big gun breech 
blocks.  The bolt body is in one piece with the bolt-lever and it is 
carried and stopped from turning by its slots which move on guides 
in the bolt-way.  The locking and rotating of the bolt-head is 
achieved by a screw thread cut on the sleeve of the turning member 
which is carried in and fits with a similar type of thread on the bolt 
body interior.  The striker, with cocking piece attached passes 
through an aperture in the sleeve.  The locking lugs are partially 
freed with the first outward movement of the bolt and preliminary 
extraction of the cartridge-case is caused and at the same time the 
striker is cleared from the bolt face due to withdrawal as the further 
outward movement of the bolt is effected ; this causes the locking 
lugs to disengage completely and the mainspring to be compressed 
and in the event of a cartridge-case being in the chamber this is 
autornatioally moved back at the bolt-head, due to the extractor 
and is then ejected by action of the ejector on the inside left of the 
bolt-way.  On closing the bolt and cocking piece bent is prevented 
from moving by the sear and also the bolt-bead is rotated and 
locked by the sleeve screw action.  Upon pressing the trigger, the 



sear nose is withdrawn from the bent and then the cocking piece 
with striker flics forward due to the action of the mainspring aud 
this, naturally, fires the cartridge.

A safety measure which operates by the trigger, consists of a 
stop fitted on the sear arm front end which elevates the engages 
with two small lugs on bolt under-side when the trigger is fully 
pressed home. The trigger is fitted with two pressures, the first 
being approximately 3 lbs. and the second approximately 6 | lbs.

APPLIED SAFETY.—A safety catch is fitted on the right 
hand side of the bolt-lever ; this is of the " swing-over ” type and 
operates backwards and forwards. When it is pushed forward the 
rille ran be fired and the bolt operated. The word " HEADY ’* 
will then appear uppermost. When the safety catch is pressed to 
the back, the catch is in operation and the word '* SAFE ’ is visible, 
it is important to note that on this weapon the safety catch works 
in the opposite way to that on either the 1*. 14 or the S.M.L.E. rifle 
in that the lever is moved to the fore when at “ SAFE ’’ and visa 
versa.

NOTES.—Always inspect to sec that the distance bctw<vn 
the rear of the bolt-head and the front end of the sleeve is approxi
mately 1 inch. This denotes that the bolt is correctly assembled. 
Should this distance app*ar to be approximately J inch or less, the 
bolt is wrongly assembled and should an attempt be made to fire 
the rifle in this condition it is more than likely that the bolt will 
blow back from out of the rifle and probably wound or kill you.

THE SPRINGFIELD 300*.
DETAILS.

Service name—“ U.S. .300* Springfield Model '03.
Weight with bayonet—10} lbs. approx.
Weight without bayonet—9f lbs. appox.
Length approximately 3 ft. X iu.
Fitted with bayonet 4 ft. 11 in. approximately.
Small brass charger type of loading—sighted by adjustable 

means from 100-2,850 yds.
STRIPPING. To remove the b o l t Place the magazine 

rut-off in the centre position as with the Koss Kille, then lift the 
l*olt lever and take out the bolt. To replace the !>olt see that the 
rut-off is in the centre position then press down the magazine 
platform and slide the bolt into the bolt-way in the body. Lower 
Ihe bolt lever, turn the safety catch and cut-off outwards to the 
left and then depress the trigger to release the springs.

To remove the magaziue platform, bottom plate and spring, 
follow instructions given as for the P. 14. For assembly of these 
parts see also the P. 14.

U.S.A. MODEL 17 .300'.
DETAILS.

Service name—U.S. Model 17
Dimensions approximately similar to the P. 14.
5-round magazine operating by small brass type charger.
Similar tvpcs of sights and range of adjustment as for the 

British P. 14.
The mechanical details and safety identical to the P. 14.
For details of stripping and assembling refer to the P. 14 rifle.
Rifling has five grooves and the spiral is uniform with a left- 

hand twist having one tum  in ten. The bayonet supplied with 
this weapon weighs approximately 1 lb. 2 oz. A bullet leaves the 
muzzle at a velocity of 2,700 feet per second and its weight is 
approximately 150 grs. whilst the powder charge is about 50 grs. in 
weight.

scar nose is withdrawn from the bent and then the cocking piece 
with striker flits forward due to the action of the mainspring and 
this, naturally, fires the cartridge. 

A safety measure which operates by the trigger, consists of a 
stop fitted on the sear arm front end which elevates the engages 
with two small lugs on bolt under-side when the trigger is fully 
pressed home.  The trigger is fitted with two pressures, the first 
being approximately 3 lbs. and the second approximately ti& lbs. 

APPLIED SAFETY. —A safety catch is fitted on the right• 
hand side of the holt-lever; this is of the " swing-over " type and 
operates backwards and forwards.  When it is pushed forward the 
ride can be tired and the bolt operattd.  The word " READY" 
will then appear uppermost.  When the safety catch is pressed to 
the back, the catch is in operation and the word " SAFE " is visible. 
It is important to note that on this weapon the safety catch works 
ai the opposite way to that on either the P. 14 or the S.M.L.E. rifle 
in that the lever is moved to the fore when at " SAFE " and visa 
versa. 

NOTES. —Always inspect to sec that the distance between 
tbe rear of the bolt- head and the front end of the sleeve is approxi-
mately I inch.  This denotes that the bolt is correctly assembled. 
Should this distance appear to be approximately  inch or less, the 
bolt is wrongly assembled and should an attempt be made to fire 
the rifle in this condition it is more than likely that the bolt will 
blow hack from out of the rifle and probably wound or kill you. 

THE SPRINGFIELD .300. 
DETAILS. 

Service name —" U.S. .300 Springfield Model "03, 
Weight with bayonet -10 lbs. approx. 
Weight without bayonet -9 lbs. ap¡)ox. 
Length approximately 3 ft. es in. 
Fitted with bayonet 4 ft. 11 in. approximately. 

Small brass charger type of loading —sighted by adjustable 
means from 100-2,850 yds. 

STRIPPING.  To remove the bolt :—Place the magazine 
: ut-off in the centre position as with the Ross Ride, then lift the 
bolt lever and take out the bolt.  To replace the bolt see that the 
cut-off is in the centre position then press down the magazine 
platform and slide the bolt into the bolt-way in the body.  Lower 
the bolt lever, turn the safety catch and cut-off outwards to the 
kft and then depress the trigger to release the springs. 

To remove the magazine platform, bottom plate and spring, 
follow instructions given as for the P. 14.  For assembly of these 
parts st -.' also the P. 14. 

U.S.A. MODEL 17 .300. 
DETAILS. 

Service name—U.S. Model 17 ". 
Dimensions approximately similar to the P. 14. 

5-round magazine operating by small brass type charger. 
Similar types of sights and range of adjustment as for the 
British P. 14. 

The mechanical details and safety identical to the P. 14. 

For details of stripping and assembling refer to the P. 14 rit3e. 

Rifling has five grooves and the spiral is uniform with a left' 
hand twist having one turn in ten.  The bayonet supplied with 
this weapon weighs approximately 1 lb. 2 oz.  A bullet leaves the 
muzzle at a velocity of 2,700 feet per second and its weight is 
approximately 150 grs. whilst the powder charge is about 50 grs. in 
weight. 



B A L L IS T IC S — D E T A IL S .—This-weapon ha* been known 
to fin-* over 30 well aimed shots in one minute using magazine fire. 
A maximum range of approximately 4,75® yards ran be achieved 
with the rifle elevated at 45® and the time required for the flight 
o f the bullet for a range o f this distance is approximately 40 seconds. 
This weapon has very good penetrative powers and herewith is 
given a small table covering the penetration of various materials 
at various distances :—

P E N E T R A T IO N .  
T A R G E T  M A T E R IA L .  50 ft. 100 yds. 500 vds. 1000 yds.

Inches Inches inches laches
Semi-solid butt made o f soft 

wood boards I*  in thickness 
and placed approximately 
1" apart one behind the
other... ............... 58 52 25 9

Wet sand ... ............... 9 13 15 12
Very dry sand... ............... f> (> 12 10
Hard wood against the grain... 30 28 12 0
Thick, solid earth ............... 18 16 22 13
Steel plate (bright mild) k i i —

With the battle sights titled the bullet leaves the rifle at a 
trajectory of approximately 0°14 ft. and it should hit its objective 
at a distance o f between 400 to 450 yards.

S A F E T Y  D E V IC E S .— Applied safety is ensured by safety 
catch fitted on the back o f the bolt and working laterally. It 
operates in three positions thus:—

(1) I f  it is turned to the ric[ht (this can only he done when the 
rifle is cocked) the catch is in action and the rifle is at “  Safe."

(2) When the safety catch is placed in the vertical position 
the bolt can be stripped by unscrewing the cocking piece and 
assembly away from the bolt body.

(3) Finally when turned to the left the catch does not operate ; 
in other words, the bolt can be manipulated and the rifle can be
fired.

Mcc.hanical safety is ensured by the fact that if the bolt has not 
closed properly the cocking piece cam will strike the bolt cocking 
cam and the mainspring energy will simply be lost in closing the 
bolt instead o f in striking the cartridge cap. This prevents any 
chance of the cartridge being fired until the bolt is fully closed— 
otherwise dangers would naturally exist.

N O T E S .— This is the only service rifle which trie* to corect 
for drift on firing.

.300 GARAND SELF-LOADING RIFLE {AMERICAN).
DETAILS.

Service name— “  I'.S. Rifle, Calibre 30 M. 1 ."
len g th —  3 ft. 7 in. approximately, with bayonet fitted 4 ft.

11 in.
Weight approximately *)| lbs. without bayonet.
Weight of bayonet— 1 lb.
Magazine capacity— 8 rounds with clip loading.

Gas-ooeratcd gun with ejection from the right side in an 
upwards direction to the right front. The cocking lever is fitted on 
the right-hand side and when the gun is at "  Cease Fire ”  the breach 
is rJoscd exccpt when the magazine is empty and then the breech is 
open. No repetition firing is possible as this gun is designed for 
single shot use.

Aperture sights adjustable for 200-1,200 yards are fitted.

BALLISTICS —DETAILS. —This. weapon has been known 
to fire over 30 well aimed shots in one minute using magazine fire. 
A maximuni range of approximately 4,758 yards can be achieved 
with the rifle elevated at 45° and the time required for the flight 
,f the bullet for a range of this distance is approximately 40 seconds. 
This weapon has very good penetrative powers and herewith is 
given a small table covering the penetration of various materials 
at various distanees 

TARGET MATERIAL. 
PENETRATION. 

50 ft.  100 yds. 300 vds. 1000 yds. 
Inches  Inches  Inches  Inches 

Semi-solid butt made of soft 
wood boards 1" in thickness 
and placed appmximately 
1" apart one behind the 
other...  38  52  23  9 

Wet sand  •• •  9  13  13  12 
Very dry sand ..  •••  6  12  10 
liard wood against the grain...  30  2$  12 

Thick, solid earth  ...  •••  18  16  22  1.3 
Steel plate (bright inild) 

With the battle sizhts fitted the bullet leaves the rifle at a 
trajectory of approximately 0°14 ft. and it should hit its objective 
at a distance of between 400 to 450 yards. 

SAFETY DEVICES. —Applied safety is ensured by sah•tv 
catch fitted on the back of the bolt and working laterally.  It 
operates in three position.s thus :— 

(1) If it is turned to the right (this can only he done when the 
rifle is cocked) the catch is in action and the rifle is at " Safe." 

(2) When the safety catch is placed in the vertical position 
the bolt can be stripped by unscrewing the cocking piece and 
assembly away from the bolt body. 

(3) Finally when turned to the left the catch does not operate ; 
in other words, the bolt can be manipulated and the rifle can be 
fired. 

Mechanical safety is ensured by the fact that if the bolt has not 
closed properly the cocking piece cam will strike the bolt cocking 
cam and the mainspring energy will simply be lost in closing the 
bolt instead of in striking the cartridge cap.  This prevents any 
chance of the cartridge being fired until the bolt is fully closed— 
otherwise dangers would naturally cxist. 

NOTES. —This is the only service rifle which tries to corrct 
for drift on firing. 

.300 GARAND SELF-LOADING RIFLE (A MERICAN). 

DETAILS. 
Service name —" S. Rifle, Calibre 30 M. 1." 
Length — 3 ft. 7 in. approximately, with bayonet fitttd 4 ft. 
11 in. 

Weight approximately 0k lbs. without bayonet. 
Weight of bayonet -1 lb. 
Magazine capacity -8 rounds with clip loading. 

Gas-operated gun with ejection from the right side in an 
upwards direction to the right front.  The cocking lever is fitted on 
the right- hand side and when the gun is at" Cc:11.e Fire " the breech 
is dosed except when the magazine is empty and then the breech is 
open.  No repetition firing is possiblr as this gun is designed for 
single shot use. 

Aperture sights adjustable for 200-1,200 yards are fitted. 



MECHANISM.— The tiarand is a self-loading rifle and when 
the trigger is pressed a round is fired, the cartridge case is then 
rjected and a fresh round is then fitted into the cham ber and thr 
breech autom atically closed w ithout any further action being 
m ju ired  on the part o f the firer. These operations are m echanically 
carried out due to  a part o f the gases being trapped at the muzzle 
and being utilised to operate a piston which is fitted on the barrel 
underside.

As soon as the clip is em pty it is au tom atica lly e jected  from 
the rifle and the bolt is held to  the back so that the action remains 
0(>en enabling another clip to  be im m ediately loaded. I t  is always 
possible to tell when the em pty clip  has been ejectcd  as a pro
nounced “  pinging "  noise is made.

STRIPPING A  ASSEMBLY.—Place the rifle upside down, 
undo the trigger g u a rd  by pulling up and to the back and then by 
.ontinued upward pressure take out the trigger group complete. 
Then turn the rifle over and take out the barret groups and receiver 
from the front end.

T o  assemble the rifle, reverse the above instructions— ensuring 
in addition that the rifle action is cocked before inserting and that 
the trigger group is correctly bedded— (viz. : stud fitted on either 
Mdr o f the action is at the top and the slanting grooves in the 
receiver) before the trigger Ruard is fu lly pressed down and locked.

MECHANIS M. —The Garand is a self loading rifle and when 
the trigger is pressed a round is fired, the cartridge case is then 
elected and a fresh round is then fitted into the chamber and the 
breech automatically closed without any further action being 
required on the part of the firer.  These operations are mechanically 
carried out due to a part of the gases being trapped at the muzzle 
and being utilised to operate a piston which is fitted on the barrel 
underside. 

As soon as the clip is empty it is automatically ejected from 
the rifle and the bolt is held to the back so that the action remains 
open enabling another clip to be immediately loaded.  It is always 
possible to tell when the empty clip bas been ejected as a pro-
nounced " pinging " noise is made. 
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STRIPPING Sr ASSE MBLY.—Place the rifle upside down, 
undo the trigger guard by pulling up and to the back and then by 
ontinued upward pressure take out the trigger group complete. 
Then turn the rifle over and take out the barrel groups and receiver 
from the front end. 

To assemble the rifle, reverse the above instructions —ensuring 
in addition that the rifle action is cocked before inserting and that 
the trigger group is correctly becided —(viz. : stud fitted on either 
sulf of the action is at the top and the slanting grooves in the 
receiver) before the trigger guard is fully pressed down and locked. 



To effect fuliy adequate cleaning it may bo necessary to strip 
further and this is effected as follows:—Place the action upside 
down and take away the follower rod and operating rod spring by 
pushing the follower rod against the spring and undoing its claws 
from the follower arm studs, th< n with a nail, penknife or punch 
press out the follower axis pin and remove the operating rod catch, 
follower arm, bullet guide, follower and slide ; then turn the action 
so that the right side is uppermost and pull back the operating rod 
until the rod lug coincides with the dismount notch which is just 
to the fore of the right thumb screw of the back sight. Tbe rod 
c an then bo undone from tbe bolt by elevating the rod towards the 
sight, then push the rod to the fore again so as to clear the receiver 
front and finally withdraw it to the back.

To remove the bolt, lilt tbe bolt-head upwards by pulling it 
to the right, this will automatically depress the tail, then, by 
holding the bolt-head, twist the lug on the left back side until it is 
in its assembly slot on the receiver left side, then turn the bolt in a 
clockwise direction and pull it to the fore, the bolt can then be 
taken away from the receiver.

ASSEMBLY.—Reverse the above instructions and as some 
little difficulty may be met in replacing the bolt back it is advisid 
that the following instructions be noted. Fit the bolt rear end in 
the runway, seeing that the left rear lug is in its assembly slot- - 
this automatically means that the bolt top surface is sloping down
wards to the right a t about 30®. Then lift up the bolt-head and 
turn it to the right front until the firing pin tail moves through its 
;isscmb!v slot in the receiver frame. When assembling the follower 
ann make certain that the two lugs are bedding correctly in the 
follower slots. On no account attempt to force any parts back 
into placc but perseverance and practice makes perfect.

LOADING.—To load the ammunition clip, fit the rounds so 
that the lowest round is on the left side when the clip is fitted to 
the rifle. Upon examination it will be found that the clip has a 
small nipple on the top right and bottom left sides. The highest 
and lowest rounds should be opposite each of these nipples. This 
is not vital but is probably the most efficient way of loading th r 
«lip. The clips can be reversed and used either way up. To load 
the rifle, pull the operating rod handle fully to the back and in this 
jKwition the bolt face is held back by the “ holding open "  catch 
and is well clear of the “ follower "  rear. The “ follower ” is the 
part which checks the placc of a normal magazine platform. It 
should be noted, however, that the bolt can be held to the bark by 
the bolt face engaging behind the follower but the clip cannot be 
inserted in this position us the rifle is not fully cocked.

Having followed the instructions above, fit a loaded clip on 
top of the follower and hold the operating rod handle to tbe rear 
then press the clip down until the clip latch engages with it. Now 
rvlease the operating rod and, due to the action of its spring, it will 
move forward and the bolt will feed tbe top round out of the clip 
and place it in the chamber. Finally, apply the safety catch which 
will be found just in front of the trigger guard. It is set at *' Safe ” 
by pulling it back towards the irigger. Tbe safety catch operates 
only when the rifle is cocked.

UNLOADING.—Place the safety catch to the fore if it has 
been applied, then pull the handle of the operating rod to the rear 
and hold i t : this has the effect of ejecting the live round in the 
chamber. Then press in tbe clip latch and the remaining rounds 
will then be ejected in an upwards motion. Finally, by keeping 
the operating rod handle to the back, depress the follower, this will 
close the bolt. Slightly ease the operating rod and press tbe 
trigger.

To effect fully adequate cleaning it may be necessary to strip 
further and this is effected as follows :—Placc the action upside 
down and take away the follower rod and operating rod spring by 
pushing the follower rod against the spring and undoing its claws 
from the follower arm studs, thea with a nail, penknife or punch 
press out the follower axis pin and remove the operating rod catch, 
follower arm, bullet guide, follower and slide ; then turn the action 
so that the right side is uppermost and pull back the operating rod 
until the rod lug coincides with the dismount notch which is just 
to the fore of the right thumb screw of the back sight.  The rod 
can then be undone from tbe bolt by elevating the rod towards the 
sight, then push the rod to the fore again so as to clear the receiver 
front and finally withdraw it to the back. 

To remove the bolt, lilt the bolt-head upwards by pulling it 
to the right, this will automatically depress the tail, then, by 
holding the bolt-head, twist the lug on the left bark side until it is 
in its assembly slot on the receiver left side, then turn the bolt in a 
clockwise direction and pull it to the tore, the bolt can then be 
taken away from the receiver. 

ASSE MBLY. —Reverse the above instructions and as some 
little difficulty may be met in replacing the bolt back it is advisi d 
that the following instructions be noted.  Fit the bolt rear end in 
the runway, seeing that the left rear lug is in its assembly slot- - 
this automatically means that the bolt top surface is sloping down• 
wards to the right at about 30°.  Then lift up the bolt-head and 
turn it to the right front until the firing pin tail moves through its 
assembly slot in the receiver frame.  When assembling the follower 
arni mike certain that the two lugs are bedding correctly in the 
follower slots.  On no account attempt to force any parts back 
into place but perseverance and practice makes perfect. 

LOADING. —To load the ammunition clip, fit the rounds so 
that the lowest round is on the left side when the clip is fitted to 
the rifle.  Upon examination it will be found that the clip has a 
small nipple on the top right and bottom left sides.  The highest 
and lowest rounds should be opposite each of these nipples.  This 
is not vital but is probably the most efficient way of loading the 
(lip.  The clips can be reversed and used either way up.  To load 
the rifle, pull the operating rod handle fully to the back and in this 
position the bolt face is held back by the " holding open" catch 
and is well clear of the " follower" rear.  The " follower" is the 
part which checks the place of a normal magazine platform.  It 
should he noted, however, that the bolt can be held to the back by 
the bolt face engaging behind the follower but the clip cannot be 
inserted in thi5 position as the rifle is not fully cocked. 

Having followed the instructions above, fit a loaded clip on 
top of the follower and hold the operating rod handle to the rear 
then press the clip down until the clip latch engages with it.  Now 
release the operating rod and, due to the action of its spring, it will 
move forward and the bolt will feed the top round out of the clip 
and place it in the chamber.  Finally, apply the safety catch which 
will be found just in front of the trigger guard.  It is set at" Safe - 
by pulling it bark towards the trigger.  The safety catch operates 
only when the rifle is cocked. 

UNLOADING. —Place the safety catch to the fore if it has 
been applied, then pull the handle of the operating rod to the rear 
and hold it: this has the effect of ejecting the live round in the 
chamber.  Then press in the clip latch and the remaining rounds 
will then be ejected in an upwards motion.  Finally, by keeping 
the operating rod handle to the hack, depress the follower, this will 
close the bolt.  Slightly ease the operating rod and press the 
trigger. 



7.92 m m  M AUSER RIFLE (GERM AN).

DETAILS.
Weight without bayonet 9J lbs.
len g th  without bavonrt approxim ately 4 ft. 5 in.
Ha* a 5-round magazine charter loading of the small brass type 
Open " V "  notch and barleycorn sights are httcd ajustable 

(or 4<W)-2.fKKJ metres.
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7.92 ra m M AUSER RIFLE (GER MAN). 

DETAILS. 

Weight without bayonet 91 lbs. 
Length without bayonet approximately 4 ft. 5 in. 
Has a 5-round magazine char,zer loadin; of the small brass type 
Open " V " notch and barleycorn sights are fitted ajustable 
for 400 -2.000 inetrcs. 



STRIPPING. To remove the bolt.—A catch is fitted on 
the body left tide similar to that of the I*. 14 rifle and it operates 
in the same fashion. Press out the front end to the left and take 
out the bolt. Replace the bolt in a similar manner to the P. 14. 
The Mauser magazine is not removable.

MECHANISM A  SAFETY.—For applied safety a safety 
catch is fitted on tbe bolt plug of a similar pattern as the American 
Springfield. This safety catch is found behind the bolt and it can 
only be operated when the rifle is cocked. When the catch is 
turned to the left it is out of action and the rifle can be fired. _ If 
turned to the right the rifle is then at “ Safe." A middle position 
Inrtween these two is possible, but although the rifle cannot be 
tired it is not very safe as the catch can be quite easily moved out 
of the small positioning slot. If the safety catch is in this vertical 
position the bolt can be taken out by unscrewing the cocking piece 
assembly from the bolt body. Mechanical safety is ensured in a 
similar manner to that in the American Springfield rifle. Thu*, 
if the bolt is not properly closed it is closed by the cocking piece 
hitting the cam groove and should such an event take place there 
is a possibility of a mis fire occurring.

SNIPING RIFLE No. 3 MK. I (T).
Compared with the S.M.L.li. this rifle is far su|»erior iu 

accuracy at short range as the bolt is not under pressure when 
a shot is fired; this is because the locking lugs are to the fore of 
the bolt. This rifle is occasionally fitted with a telescopic sight 
which is useful for sniping purposes.

The telescopic sight is fitted by means of two pins which hook 
into fittings in the front of the body and to the left of the back* 
sight bracket. The hindmost fitting on the telescopic sight has 
one pin which is maintained in place by a locking bolt on the left 
hand side of the body. This telescopic sight can be adjusted to 
suit any eye requirements either lateral or, by means of an inter
secting wire and indicator, zeroed for range by means of a range- 
drum.

To get a good sight the head must be correctly poised —usually 
about 2 inches away. The target is correctly sighted when it 
appears a t “ 6 o'clock ” at the tip of the indicator. •

TO FOCUS.-^-Take the sight from the rifle and invert it. 
It will be found that tbe knurled head of the focusing slide is bedded 
in the middle and beneath the telescopic sight. Give a turn or 
two to tbe clampin? screw and so, by backward and forward manipu
lation, adapt the focusing slide to your own requirements. Do not 
forget to tighten the screw and put bark the sight on the rifle.

METHOD OF ADAPTATION FOR LINE.—After dis
closing the scale and easing the screws which turn the triple prism 
cell, t.ike out the bolt and put the rifle, by means of firm props, 
in an aiming position and, looking along the bore, pick any con
venient target. I.ooking through the telescope do any adjusting 
that is necessary as follows :—

If the target needs moving to the right move scale in a clock* 
wise direction.

If target needs moving to tlic I. ft an anti-clockwise movement 
of the scale is indicated.

RANGE ADAPTATION.—At the rangc-drum head and 
holding range scale will be found two retaining screws, these must 
lie slightly loosened. If the range required is say 400 yards the 
scale must be tum rd until the figure 4 appears in line with the 
indicating mark at the side. As the scale has l<ecn disengaged

STRIPPING.  To remove the bolt. —A catch is fitted on 
the body left side similar to that of the P. 14 rifle and it operates 
in the same fashion.  Press out the front end to the left and take 
out the bolt.  Replace the bolt in a similar manner to the P. 14. 
The Mauser magazine is not removable. 

MECHANIS M at SAFETY. —For applied safety a safety 
catch is fitted on the bolt plug of a similar pattern as the American 
Springfield.  This safety catch is found behind the bolt and it can 
only be operated when the rifle is cocked.  When the catch is 
turned to the left it is out of action and the rifle can be fired.  If 
turned to the right the rifle is then at " Sate."  A middle position 
between these two is possible, but although the rifle cannot be 
tired it is not very safe as the catch can be quite easily moved out 
of the small • • itioning slot.  lf the safety catch is in this vertical 
position the 'sit can be taken out by unscrewing the cocking piece 
assembly from the bolt body.  Mechanical safety is ensured in a 
similar manner to that in the American Springfield rifle.  Thus, 
if the bolt is not properly closed it is closed by the cocking piece 
hitting the cam groove and should such an event take place there 
is a possibility of a mis-fire occurring. 

SNIPING RIFLE No. 3 MK. I (T). 

Compared with the S.M.L.17... this rifle is far superior in 
accuracy at short range as the bolt is not under pressure when 
a shot is fired ; this is because the locking lugs are to the fore of 
the bolt.  This rifle is occasionally fitted with a telescopic sight 
which is useful for sniping purposes. 

The telescopic sight is fitted by means of two pins which hook 
into fittings in the front of the body and to the left of the back. 
sight bracket.  The hindmost fitting on the telescopic sight has 
one pin which is maintained in place by a locking bolt on the left 
hand side of the body.  This telescopic sight can be adjusted to 
suit any eye requirements either lateral or, by means of an inter-
secting wire and indicator, zeroed for range by means of a range-
drum. 

To get a good sight the head must be correctly poised —usually 
about 2 inches away.  The target is correctly sighted when it 
appears at " t o'clock " at the tip of the indicator. 

TO FOCUS.-A-Take the sight from the rifle and invert it. 
It will be found that the knurled head of the focusing slide is bedded 
in the middle and beneath the telescopic sight.  Give a turn or 
two to the clarnpinz screw and so, by backward and forward manipu-
lation, adapt the focusing slide to your own requirements.  Do not 
forget to tighten the screw and put back the sight on the rifle. 

METHOD OF ADAPTATION FOR LINE. —After dis-
closing the scale and easing the screws which turn the triple prism 
cell, take out the bolt and put the rifle, by means of firm props, 
in an aiming position and, looking .dong the bore, pick any con-
venient target.  Looking through the telescope do any adjusting 
that is necessary as follows: — 

If the target needs moving to the right move scale in a clock-
wise direction. 

If target needs moving to the left an anti-clockwise movement 
of the scale is indicated. 

RANGE ADAPTATION.—At the range-drum head and 
holding range scale will be found two retaining screws, thesi, must 
be slightly loosened.  If the range required is say 400 yards the 
scale must be turned until the figure 4 appears in line with the 
indicating mark at the sidr.  As the salt' has been disengaged 



from the range-druin head this operation will not effcct the ptnr* 
of the indicator in the interior of the telescopic sight. Tighten 
up the two screws and the rifle is then correctly adapted and ready 
for tiring.

SNIPING RIFLE No. 4  MK. I (T).
DETAILS.—This rifle has a special fitting to take the new 

telrscopic sight—the No. 32. The battle sight is removed so that 
there may be as little elevation of the telescopic sight as possible. 
This rifle has no focusing adaptation. The telescopic sight is *«> 
made that adjustment is unnecessary. It does not matter in which 
order line and elevation adaptation is carried out.

ADJUSTING FOR LINE AND RANGE.—Alter the r a n g ,  
and. if necessary, the deflection drums so that your group M.l’.I. is 
similar to your aiming point, then change the range and it necessary 
the deflection drum readings so that they agree with the distance 
which you are firing at and, if necessary, zero for line. Always 
attempt to zero for line at the shortest possible range so as to 
prevent mistakes due to possible atmospheric conditions.

To alter the drum reading settings, first fit the tools supplied 
above the drum so that the spigots on the lower tommy bar base 
and the groove on the upper tommy bar end both fit into their 
respective positions on the drum ; then turn the lower bar approxi
mately 180“ in a left-hand direction at the same time preventing 
the upper tommy bar moving. This will then permit the scale to 
be turned. Do not release the hold on the upper tommy bar and 
the scale is then turned until the necessary setting is in line with 
the indicator.

Finally, so as to maintain the scale in its new position, all 
that it is necessary to do is to rotate the lower tommy bar back
wards in a right-hand direction as far as it can go, making sure that 
the drum itself and the upper tommy bar do not move during thi« 
operation.

SNIPING RIFLE No. 3 MK. I (T) A.
DETAILS.—This rifle has a permanently fitted telescopic 

sight of the Aldis type and, therefore, has a cheek rest which is now 
universal in this class of rifle, to enable the firer to keep a firm 
grip on the butt.

LATERAL ADAPTATION.—The telescopic sight is main
tained in place at the end of the rifle bv means of a screw which 
allows of movement from side to side. The back of the telescopic 
sight is held in place in a like manner. As lateral adaptation is 
automatically effected there is no need to carry out the operation 
of range adaptation last of a l l ; it will, in fact, be easier to adjust for 
linr when the range adaptation has already been done—as previously 
explained for dealing with correction on the Rifle No. 3 Mark 1 (T>.

FOCUSING ADAPTATION.—The same as for the P. 18.
RANGE ADAPTATION.—The same as for the P. 18.

ITALIAN MANNLICHER-CAJRCANO RIFLE.

DETAILS.
Calibre —.256*.
Has a magazine capacity of 6 rounds with clip loading.
This weapon weighs approximately 9 lbs. without its bayonet 

and has a length of 4 ft. 3 in.
A barley-corn and *' V ” pattern sights are fitted and are 

adjustable for range of 600 to 2,000 metre*.

from the range-drum head this operation will not effect the place 
of the indicator in the interior of the telescopic sight.  Tighten 
up the two screws and the rifle is then correctly adapted and ready 
for tiring. 

SNIPING RIFLE No. 4 MK. I (T). 
DETAILS. —This rifle has a special fitting to take the new 

teIrscopie sight —the No. 32.  The battle sight is removed so that 
there may be as little elevation of the telescopic sight as possible. 
This ride has no focusing adaptation.  The telescopic sight is s4i 
made that adjustment is unnecessary.  It dors not matter in which 
order line and elevation adaptation is carried out. 

ADJUSTING FOR LINE AND RANGE. —Alter the range 
and, if necessary, the deflection drums so that your group  is 
similar to your aiming point, then change the range and if necessary 
the deflection drum readings so that they agree with the distance 
which you are firing at and, if necessary, zero for line.  Always 
attempt to zero for line at the shortest possible range so as to 
prevent mistakes due to possible atmospheric conditions. 

To alter the drum reading settings, first tit the tools supplied 
above the drum so that the spigots on the lower tommy bar basc 
and the groove on the upper tommy bar end both fit into their 
iespective positions on the drum ; then turn the lower bar appmxi-
mately li4P in a left-hand direction at the same time preventing 
the upper tommy bar moving.  This will then permit the !wale to 
be turned.  Do not release the hold on the upper tommy har and 
the scale is then turned until the necessary setting is in line with 
the indicator. 

Finally, so as to maintain the scale in its new position. all 
that it is necessary to do is to rotate the lower tommy bar back-
wards in a right-hand direction as far as it can go, making sure that 
the drum itself and the upper tommy bar do not move during this 
operation. 

SNIPING RIFLE No. 3 MX. I (T) A. 

DETAILS. —This rifle has a permanently fitted telescopic 
sight of the Aldis type and, therefore, has a cheek rest which is now 
universal in this class of rifle, to enable the firer to keep a firm 
grip on the butt. 

LATERAL ADAPTATION. —The telescopic sight is main-
tained in place at the end of the rifle by means of a screw which 
allows of movement from side to side.  The back of the telescopic 
sight is held in place in a like manner.  As lateral adaptation is 
automatically effected there is no need to carry out the operation 
of range adaptation last of all ; it will, in fact, be easier to adjust for 
line when the range adaptation has already been done —as previously 
explained for dealing with correction on the Rifle No. 3 Mark I 

FOCUSING ADAPTATION. —The same as for the P. 18. 

RANGE ADAPTATION. —The same as for the P. 18. 

ITALIAN MANNLICHER-CARCANO RIFLE. 

DETAILS. 

Has a magazine capacity of 6 rounds with clip loading. 
This weapon weighs approximately 9 lbs. without its bayonet 
and has a length of 4 ft. 3 in. 

A barley-corn and " V " pattern sights are fitted and are 
adjustable for range of 600 to 2,000 metres. 



ST R IP P IN G .—To take out the bolt, all th a t is nccessary i> 
to drop the retaining bolt fitted on the body right aide and just 
pull the trigger. To replace the bolt alway* make certain th a t th« 
trixRcr is kept in a pulled position and simply placc the bolt ba< k 
in action.

This rifle has no normal magazine fitted, but to replace it an 
arm, spring supported but with no rear place, is supplied. T»bi» 
ann rises in the interior of the clip middle and as this weapon i«
i lip loaded the empty clip (alls out through the bottom a p e r tu r .

MECHANICAL DETA ILS.—The safety catch will be found 
on the back of the bolt plug. To utilise it, simply press it in a turn 
in an anticlockwise direction. Tbe weapon is now a t " Safe. 
If the weapon is required to fire, all it is necessary to do is to revcrsi 
tliev* instructions. The mechanical safety is ensured in a simiLn 
manner to tha t fitted to the Mauser Rifle, in as much as if the boll 
has not closed fully it is autom atically closed by the cocking pier* 
hitting the cam slot. Naturally it is quite possible th a t a inii-lir* 
may occur if this takes place.

NO TES ON TH E CARE OP ARM S.
The pull-through and oil bottle are contained in the rifle butt 

on service this is probably the only means of cleaning tha t is avail 
able.

Always clean immediately after firing if possible an<l whil< 
the barrel is still h o t ; this will enable you to effect efficient < l*\uiin; 
with tbe least labour.

STRIPPING. —To take out the bolt, all that is necessary 1, 
to drop the retaining bolt fitted on the body right side and just 
pull the trigger.  To replace the bolt always make certain that the 
trigger is kept in a pulled position and simply place the bolt back 
in action. 

This rifle has no normal magazine fitted, but to replace it an 
arm, spring supported but with no rear place, is supplied.  hi 
arm rises in the interior of the clip middle and as this weapon 
clip loaded the empty clip falls out through the bottom apertur,.. 

M ECHANICAL DETAILS. —The safety catch will be found 
on the back of the bolt plug.  To utilise it, simply press it in a turn 
in an anticlockwise direction.  The weapon is now at 
If tthhee  weapon is required to fire, all it is necessary to do is to revers. 
these instructions.  The mechanical safety is ensured in a similai 
manner to that fitted to the Mauser Rifle, in as much as if the boll 
has not closed fully it is automatically closed by the cocking piect 
hitting the cam slot.  Naturally it is quite possible that a 
may occur if this takes place. 

NOTES ON THE CARE OF ARMS. 

The pull-through and oil bottle are contained in the rifle butt 
on service this is probably the only means of cleaning that is avail 
able. 

Always clean immediately after firing if possible and whil. 
the barrel is still hot ; this will enable you to effect efficient i leanin. 
%%ith the least labour. 



Always clean from tbe breech to the murxJe and draw the poll- 
through through in one movement.

If using wire gauze, make certain it is well oiled.
See that the recess for tbe extractor spring is clear.
Alwoys dry the barrel and breech before firing.
When firing blank ammunition it is much more trouble to clean 

the gun than after firing ball ammunition.
Always check the magazine and clean tbe platform—noting 

that the spring works easily.
Always wipe the inside of the body of the chamber entrance 

with an oily rag.
If possible always endeavour to clean the inside of the barn-1 

with boiling water, but make certain that it is always dried out 
afterwards and thoroughly oiled.

HINTS FOR NIGHT FIRING.
A khaki uniformed soldier is visible on a dark night at about 

12 yards and on a star-lit night at about 24 yards. Columns of 
fours are visible on a star-lit night at about 35 vards and on a 
moon-lit night at about 50 yards. A man is visible at about 100 
yards if the moon is behind him.

NIGHT FIGHTING.
1. Silent movement is a vital necessity, as the enemy can 

always detect your presence by sound.
2. A good hint is to always wear shoes heeled and soleel with 

rubber to prevent excessive noise.
3. A Tip.—The old sweats' invention of the last war of 

rubbing the back of the rifle foresight with a phosphorous match, 
which has been moistened, is a very good one when sniping at 
night, as, due to the darkness, the foresight appears phosphorescent 
when viewed from the backsight. This w»U rnable you to aim 
«|uieklv and accurately.

SNIPING.
1. When in the open couutry never operate from the same 

spot twice.
2. Always endeavour, if it is night-time, to keep yourself 

and your guii as much uuder cover as possible, to prevent the 
flash making your positiou obvious to the enemy.

3. The effect of continuallv being on the move is of great 
value, as your enemy is often inclined to over-estimate the number 
of opponents against him, thereby sometimes causing him to alter 
his plans.

SPECIAL HINTS Sc TIPS FOR THE PRACTICE A  USE
OF RIFLES.

MAKING MINIATURE OBJECTS Ac FIGURES TO 
CORRECT SCALE FOR USE ON PRACTICE FIRING 
RANGES.—It is very often necessary to scale down long distance 
firing due to difficulty in obtaining sufficiently large spaces for 
practice work, and it is quite easy to actually obtain the same effect 
oa the ordinary small length range. For instance, supposing it is 
required to illustrate the effect of firing at a 12 feet high object at 
750 yards. This can be very easily represented on a 50 yards range 
by u »  of the following equation, the result of which gives the size 
of the object which has to be placed at the end of a 50 yards range 
so as to obtain the same optical view as though it were at 750 yards

Always clean from the breech to the muzzle and draw the pull-
throu4h through in one movement. 

If using wire gauze, make certain it is well oiled. 
See that the recess for the extractor spring is clear. 
Always dry thé barrel and breech before firing. 

When firing blank ammunition it is much more trouble to clean 
the gun than after firing ball ammunition. 

Always check the magazine and clean the platform —noting 
that the spring works easily. 

Always wipe the inside of the body of the chamber entrance 
with an oily rag. 

If possible always endeavour to clean the inside of the barrel 
with boiling water, but make certain that it is always dried out 
afterwards and thoroughly oiled. 

HINTS FOR NIGHT FIRING. 

A khaki uniformed soldier is visible on a dark night at about 
12 yards and on a star-ht night at about 24 yards.  Columns of 
fours are visible on a star-lit night at about 35 yards and on a 
moon-lit night at about 50 yards.  A man is visible at about 100 
yards it the moon is behind 'him. 

NIGHT FIGHTING. 

1. Silent movement is a vital necessity, as the enemy can 
always detect your presence by sound. 

2. A good hint is to always wear shoes heeled and soled with 
rubber to prevent excessive noise. 

3. A Tip. —The old sweats' invention of the last war of 
rubbing the back of the rifle foresight with a phosphorous match, 
which has been moistened, is a very good one when sniping at 
night, as, due to the darkness, the foresight appears phosphorescent 
when viewed front the izackeight.  This will enable you to aim 
quickly and accurately. 

SNIPING. 

I. When in the open country never operate front the same 
spot twice. 

2. Always endeavour, if it is night-time, to keep yourself 
and your gun as much under cover as possible, to prevent the 
flash snaking your position obvious to the enemy. 

3. The effect of continually being on the move is of great 
value, as your enemy is often inclined to over-estimate the number 
of opponents against him, thereby sometimes causing him tu alter 
his plans. 

SPECIAL HINTS & TIPS FOR THE PRACTICE & USE 
OF RIFLES. 

MAKING MINIATURE OBJECTS & FIGURES TO 
CORRECT SCALE FOR USE ON PRACTICE FIRING 
RANGES. —It is very often necessary to scale down long distance 
firing due to difficulty in obtaining sufficiently large spaces for 
practice mork, and it is quite easy to actually obtain the same effect 
on the ordinary small length range.  For instance, supposing it is 
required to illustrate the effect of firing at a 12 feet high object at 
750 yards.  This can be very easily represented on a 50 yards range 
by uie of the following equation, the result of which gives the size 
of the object which has to be placed at the end of a 50 yards range 
so as to obtain the same optical view as though it were at 750 yards 



distance. First divide the height o f the ob ject in icet so as to 
p-duce it to yards, then m ultip ly this by the length o f the ranee in 
yards, finally dividing the result by the actual length in yards at 
which the object normally would be at. T h u s :—

4 X 50 4
-----------  — —  yards, or approxim ately 9J inches In height.

750 15

In other words, a target having a figure 9| inches in height placed 
at the end o f a 50-yard practice range requires the same accuracy 
to hit it, as firing at a 12 feet high objecj at a distance o f 750 yards.

T O  C A L C U L A T E  S P E E D  O P  M O V E M E N T  S C A L E D  
D O W N  P O R  P R A C T IC E  R A N G E  U S E .— W hen firing on a 
short practice range, scaled down objects that are supposed to  be 
moving should m ove at approxim ately the correct speed so as to 
enable the firer to get the b«st possible type o f practice. Let us 
imagine that it  is required to simulate on a 30 yards range a 6-foot 
man at 1,000 yards distance, and running at a speed of 200 yards a 
minute. First o f all multiply the speed in yards per minute o f the 
moving object by the length o f the range, then divide the result 
by the distance o f the o b je c t ; this gives the speed in yards per 
minute at which the object has to move across tne actual practice 
range. T h u s :—

200 x 30
-------------- _  6 yards per minute speed of moving object.

1,000
Therefore, the object must m ove across the back o f the range at a 
speed o f 6 yards per minute or 3.6 inches per second. T o  actually 
calculate the size o f the m oving object use the equation previously 
given. T h u s :—

2 X 30
-----------  — .006 yards, or approxim ately 2 inches.

1,000
Therefore, to simulate the 6-feet man running at 200 yards per 
minute at a distance o f 1,000 yards on a 30 feet practice range, a 
figure approximately 2 inches in height m oving at a speed o f 3.6 
inches per second is required.

distance.  First divide the height of the object in feet so as to 
r.-duce it to yards, then multiply this by the length of the range in 
yards, finally dividing the result by the actual length in yards at 
which the object normally would be at.  Thus :-

4 x 50  4 
— yards, or approximately 9/ inches in height. 

750  15 

In other words, a target having a figure 91 inches in height placed 
at the end of a SO-yard practice range requires the same accuracy 
to hit it, as firing at a 12 feet high objecit at a distance of 750 yards. 

TO CALCULATE SPEED OF M OVEMENT SCALED 
DOWN FOR PRACTICE RANGE USE. —When firing on a 
short practice range, scaled down objects that are supposed to be 
moving should move at approximately the correct speed so as to 
enable the firer to get the best possible type of practice.  Let us 
imagine that it is required to simulate on a 30 yards range a 6-foot 
man at 1,000 yards distance, and running at a speed of 200 yards a 
minute.  First of all multiply the speed in yards per minute of the 
moving object by the length of the range, then divide the result 
by the distance of the object ; this gives the speed in yards per 
minute at which the object has to move across the actual practice 
range.  Thus :-

200 x 30 
6 yards per minute speed of moving object. 

1,001/ 

Therefore, the object must move across the back of the range at a 
speed of 6 yards per minute or 3.6 inches per second.  To actually 
calculate the size of the moving object use the equation previously 
given.  Thus :-

2 x 30 
.006 yards, or approximately 2 inches. 

1,000 

Therefore, to simulate the 6-feet man running at 200 yards per 
minute at a distance of 1,000 yards on a 30 feet practice range, a 
fizure approximately 2 inches in height moving at a speed ot 3.6 
inches per second is required. 





11 '0.715 


